
CULTURAL INFLUENCES ON LEADERSHIP

on leaders vary considerably as a result of the cultural forces in the countries or r egions in which. the leaders function.
For instance, Americans.

The action plan was put into effect. Culture Affecting Leadership "I have been here 25 years," said the director
of a large municipality. What leadership attributes should this executive work to develop: Japanese? To see
how cultures might come into play, we can easily imagine a situation in which a British executive who was
trained at an American business school is asked to run the Argentine manufacturing facility of a Japanese firm.
Leadership: Leaders, Followers, Environments by Art Padilla Stay ahead with the world's most comprehensive
technology and business learning platform. What Is Company Culture? In the U. These five reasons for
cultural intelligence â€” understanding customers, managing personnel, recruiting talent, adapting leadership
style, and communicating respect â€” are the most consistent reasons identified by leading executives across
the world. They could worry about after the sale was made. Secondly, these skills need to match the values of
the culture where you work. A thoughtful and intentional hiring process will attract leaders who communicate
and inspire, while a shoddy process will likely yield ineffective leaders who reinforce a culture that isn't
geared toward bringing out the best in either managers or employees. To be able to assess the impact of
culture on leadership, we need a working model of leadership that we can apply to different cultures. The
second aspect was that the salespeople ran the show. There is concern in some cultures that people tend to lose
their balance and perspective as a result of an excessive focus on achievement created by charismatic leaders.
What we need to do now is work out what the values of the business are, what behaviour is acceptable and
what is not , what the common practices are, and finally, which of these will have an impact on leadership.
About Directive Leadership Although it is similar to authoritative leadership in that decisions and direction
primarily come from the management level of the organization, directive leadership uses the management
perspective as a guide rather than to command. Executives are themselves products of the unique cultures in
which they have learned and conducted business. In future articles, we will explore how to build each of these
points to create a positive and powerful culture. The fact that a goal was stated based on a group consensus
was enough. About Authoritative Leadership This top-down management style relies on a hierarchy in which
management has the power to make decisions, and employees are mainly responsible for doing as they are
told. Eager to make a sale, the sales manager told a particular client that research and analysis on their project
could be done in a week in order to meet their desired deadline.


